Fill in the crossword puzzle with the synonym of the words below.
4 Down has been done for you.

Across
2. escalate, increase, ascend
4. transmit, dispatch, forward
6. miniature, small, petite
7. heaviness, mass, load
8. divide, disconnect, split
9. similar, identical, equivalent
10. beneath, below, in
11. genuine, authentic, true
12. unexpectedly, rapidly, swiftly
14. extraordinary, singular, unique
15. obtain, receive, catch

Down
1. yelled, screamed, bellowed
3. pointed, jagged, prickly
4. create, begin, initiate
5. broad, extensive, spacious
7. friction, abrasion, corrosion
8. shock, revelation, bombshell
9. muscular, sturdy, tough
12. grinned, beamed, smirked
13. little, juvenile, immature